The practice of fake transaction is a stock trading practice that incurs many losses, especially for retail investors who basically do not control the market in majority on the floor of the stock. This practice may threaten the liquidity and credibility of capital market activities in Indonesia. Pseudo transaction is one of the crimes prohibited in Capital Market Law which fall into the category of market manipulation. In simple terms, market manipulation is an activity undertaken by a person either directly or indirectly creating a false or misleading image of a trading activity, market situation, or price of Securities at a Stock Exchange or giving a statement, or an improper, or misleading statement so that the price of the securities in bursa affected. Provisions on market manipulation are provided in Articles 91, 92 and 93 of Law Number 8 of 1995 concerning the Capital Market.
INTRODUCTION
The capital markets bring together the owner of funds with the user of funds for medium term investment purposes. Both parties do the buying and selling of capital in the form of securities. The owner of the fund handed over a number of funds and the recipient of the fund (open company) submitted proof of ownership in the form of securities.
The Financial Services Authority (OJK) as the institution with the highest authority in the capital market is expected to avoid Indonesia from economic difficulties. One example of OJK authority in supervision in the field of capital market is OJK can take action that is preventive and repressive in order to smooth the implementation of capital market in Indonesia. Law Number 21 Year 2011 also authorizes OJK as an investigator for capital market actors who commit violations and criminal actions and may impose sanctions as stipulated in law.
Investments in capital markets especially stocks have high return but also high risk. Due to the existence of such high risk, the law is required to provide security and security to share investors in transacting in the world of capital markets. Looking at the facts so far, the protection provided by law has not fully guaranteed the security of investors in investing in the capital market, particularly the protection of the fake-transaction practices carried out by a group or part of people who can certainly harm retail investors.
Fake Transaction or known by the term fried stock (cornering the market) is one of the actions that fall into the category of prohibited market manipulation in Act No. 8 of 1995.
1 Transactions of this type are usually done by bandar or manipulator who have more funds which in principle the dealers will conduct transactions on the floor of the exchange with various models that can attract other investors into the stock transactions. In practice the process of raising the stock price can be done by cooperating among securities firms in this case acting as a broker where the securities companies in cooperation with the dealer or manipulator to buy stocks fried at a certain price, then prices are made continuously rising so that the market reacts with increasing demand for these shares. Then at a given price level, the manipulator will sell or release all shares held and done on a large scale. If the company has no good foundation or fundamentals then the stock price that has been fried will drop significantly.
So far, the role of the Financial Services Authority (OJK) in providing protection to investors is considered quite lacking, this is evidenced by the handling of cases of fake transactions or fried stocks against the manipulators who have not been sentenced to the maximum. The role of the Financial Services JOURNAL OF PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL LAW VOLUME 2 NO. 1, MEI 2018 Authority (OJK) is needed to protect the interests of investors in order to create a regular, fair and efficient capital market.
RESEARCH METHODS
The type of research used is qualitative research. The research approach used is empirical juridical or non-doctrinal research (socio-legal research).
Research character used descriptive analytical. The descriptive analytical of the descriptive research will provide as accurate data as possible about the role of the Financial Services Authority (OJK) as well as the factors that hinder it in providing protection to related retail investors who are harmed as a result of the fake-transactional practices in stock trading on the exchange.
The types and sources of data that will be used are primary and secondary data. Techniques of data analysis in research are the most important thing for the data that has been collected can be accounted and can generate answers from the problems studied. Researchers use qualitative analysis techniques with interactive models owned by Miles and Huberman, namely component data reduction and data presentation performed together with data collection, and then after the data collected then the three components interact and if the conclusion is felt less, then there needs to be verification and re-research by collecting data field.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 
SUGGESTION
Given that the system used by the Exchange Members is very diverse and has not been standardized, PT Bursa Efek Indonesia as the provider of securities trading is expected to standardize the remote trading or online trading system used by the Exchange Members. This is done so that the overall trading of securities
